The 4th Erasmus+ Meeting of the project *Education@Economy@Hand in Hand* has been held in Nocera Umbra from **14th to 19th October 2018**. The meeting was attended by 10 teachers and 10 students coming from 5 different countries which were grouped in a special mixed Erasmus+ classroom of 29 students.

During the week, the teachers held several workshops in which they shared experiences about:

- How to create a digital storytelling
- How to work on Google Drive platform
- How to create a youtube channel

Teachers also discussed ways of innovating teaching methodology at school, which constitutes one of the goals of the Project.

There have been visits to Nocera Museum and Torre civica (called *il Campanaccio*) as long as cultural visits to Foligno, Gubbio, Assisi and Perugia. In this last town a special guided tour has been organised at the *Università per Stranieri di Perugia* to show how foreign students can study or work at the University.

All students were involved in circle time activities with a selfpresentation and they also held workshops on the topic of the project *Hand in Hand*.

The Meeting has constituted a significant step towards the implementation of the aims of the project. In the next meeting to be held in Oradea, Romania, the participating schools will prepare:

- a guide to immigrant students to find a job after the school
- a video in which to show how to do and not to do a job interview.
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